GRADES 7-9

GAMES
Lesson 4 of 6
EquipmEnt

hoops, assortment of balls (e.g. tennis balls,
whiffle balls, sponge balls, volleyballs, rubber
balls) » activity area with obstacle free walls

Warm it Up!
ROmAn bALL

Do it Daily...for Life!

NET/WALL GAMES
RELAtED RESOuRCES

• Play Practice: The Games Approach to
Teaching and Coaching Sports, A. Launder,
2001, www.humankinetics.com
• Play Sport website, www.playsport.net

Safety first!
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 99.

Instruct groups of 4 students to stand around a large hoop. Provide one
student in each group with a small ball. On the signal to begin, the student
with the ball stands in place and throws the ball so it hits inside of the hoop.
The remaining three students move around and all try to prevent the ball from
landing on the floor after it bounces inside the hoop. If the ball is caught by one
of the students, she/ he then tries to throw the ball in the hoop while the three
remaining students attempt to prevent it from landing after the bounce. The
throwing student cannot change her/his location, so must explore other ways to
prevent the three others from catching the ball; e.g., by varying speed, “faking,”
varying angles. The three receiving students can change their location, so
must explore ways to ensure they can catch the ball; e.g., by coordinating their
“coverage,” closing space.
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Effort
Do it Daily...For Life!

Safety

D9-5

Goal Setting/
Personal Challenge
Active Living
in the Community

Clues that students are achieving the
outcome...

“Students will design safe movement
experiences that promote an active,
healthy lifestyle; e.g., student-created
games” K-12 Physical Education
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning,
2000.
• Students can create a cooperative
wall game that includes safety
procedures with respect to
equipment and rules
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GRADES 7-9

GAMES

Whoop it Up!
iRiSh OnE WALL hAnDbALL (iOWh)
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Safety first!

Volleyballs or volleyball-like balls are often best for this
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 99.
activity. With a partner, students find an open space on a
wall and take turns striking the ball with their hand against the floor in front of the wall so
that the ball then strikes the wall and travels towards their partner. Encourage students
to experiment with many ways of striking the ball; e.g. open hand, closed fist, finger tips.
Frequently signal for students to freeze and allow 30 seconds for partners to discuss a
probing question about different ways of striking the ball; e.g., “What is the best technique
for striking the ball high and over your partner’s head?”, “What happens when you use
your fingertips to strike the ball?”. After 30 seconds, ask 2-3 students to share a response
before continuing play. Activity i – iOWh » Instruct each pair to join with another pair to
create groups of 4, and instruct one student from each group to collect four pylons. Each
group will create a court about 6-meters wide by 10-meters deep that includes a front wall.
Vary the court dimensions based on equipment available and students’ abilities. In single
file, students take turns striking the ball against the floor, so it hits the wall and moves
toward the next student in line. Once a group is capable of continuing a controlled rally,
play a game of IOWH. Each student in the group, in order, must strike the ball against
the wall before the game is “on.” Once the game is on, the first student to strike the ball
so that it not returnable scores a point. The next student in line begins the next rally and
play continues. Activity ii – mini iOWh » To encourage students to use more of the front
court and avoid always striking the ball with maximum force, change the court dimensions
to about 6-metres wide by 4-metres deep. Students continue playing IOWH with the new
boundaries. Encourage students to use “softer” shots that are more deliberately placed
away from the next student in line. Activity iii – Returning to iOWh » Before returning to
the full court game, discuss questions such as, “When is it best to use the soft shot?” and
“How do you decide how to best return a shot?” As IOWH play continues, observe and
interact with all students, checking that they understand the need to use variety in their
shot selection.

Do it Daily...For Life!

Wrap it Up!
StuDEnt-LED
REViEW

Instruct each group to
create their own
cooperative modification of
IOWH that has clear safety
guidelines and
an original scoring system.
Students may choose
a different ball and may
adjust court dimensions;
however, safety before and
during this activity must
be emphasized. Provide
an opportunity for groups
to share their games
and explore how the
modifications might affect
strategies for success.

www.everactive.org
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